Software & License Management Module
VIZOR Software Asset Management modules centralizes all software license
entitlements, from cloud subscriptions to enterprise agreements. VIZOR stores
detailed information related to your software assets and licenses including
purchasing information, documentation and allocation.
VIZOR also ensures you remain compliant with clear and accurate reports
detailing your effective license position and identification of unauthorized
software installations. Receive timely reminders when maintenance contracts and
cloud subscriptions are due for renewal and stay informed on current and
forecast software expenditure with powerful analytics reporting.

License Repository
Central repository for all details related to your license entitlements including supplier information and related
documentation, so you can easily manage multiple purchases, agreements and maintenance contracts. Software
expenditure is broken down, providing a clear view of total costs and average costs per user. VIZOR also enables
simple allocation of licenses to users, computers, departments and locations.
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Manage your software license
compliance status with clear and
accurate reports detailing your
effective license position. VIZOR
supports complex compliance
schemes such as per CPU and per
core licensing models. Also,
powerful over licensed reports
detail the cost of surplus licenses in
your organisation.
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Cloud or On-Premises
Flexible deployment options in the cloud
or locally installed or on your premises

Dashboards & Reports

Software Discovery

Stay informed on past, present, and future software

VIZOR's built-in network discovery finds and audits
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with charting using VIZOR's custom report builder.

Mange Subscriptions
In addition to traditional on-premise software
licenses, also manage and track (auto)renewing cloud
service subscriptions for web apps like Salesforce and
cloud computing platforms such as Amazon AWS
and Microsoft Azure.
Software Normalization
Transform raw inventory data into usable information
for license and software asset management by
eliminating noise from inventory data such as
garbage versions, patches and driver updates.

Email Alerts & Reminders
Avoid renewal penalties with out of the box and
custom notifications. Stay on top of maintenance &
cloud subscriptions renewals and your compliance
position with timely email alerts and reminders.
Microsoft ECM

Purchasing Integration
Integrate with purchasing systems, from an Excel
Spreadsheet to Microsoft Dynamics. This allows your
team to view and simply select the relevant purchase
orders and/or line items and link them to an
appropriate license or subscription.

Software discovered by ECM (Endpoint Configuration
Manager, formally SCCM) can be managed in VIZOR,
extending license management beyond ConfigMgr’s
own capabilities. Also, leverage existing application
deployment infrastructure in ConfigMgr to automate
software delivery using VIZOR's provisioning
workflows.
Documentation
Central and secure repository for all proof of
purchase documentation and certificates related to
your software assets. Upload documents to VIZOR or
link to documents from your SharePoint, Alfresco or
similar repository to leverage your organization's

Active Directory

investments in security and efficiency.

Synchronize VIZOR with user accounts from Active
Directory and LDAP directories. With single sign-on,
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ask@VIZOR.cloud

www.vizor.cloud

users are automatically authenticated and directed to
their personal VIZOR homepage without requiring
additional sign-on.

